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ENGLISH LESSON AT CRAVEN'S HOUSE

Derek Stewart
We stand behind the red rope
and look past the dresser and the foot rest
that was used so long ago.
The guide's eyes are closed,
his mouth moves like some forgotten oracle.
The times and places fused beneath the darkness of his
eyelids.
Yet for him these two worlds were never apart.
He is part of society
that places the historical markers.
Men died here, take note.
Blood was shed, feel, feel, feel!
The cars drive on.
All those words scrunched on the marker blurred
at fifty-five.
But here he has won.
It is some bizarre transfusion of blood from a hundred years
back,
he has been cultivating in the battlefields.
It grows with every bullet found, every tiny silver locket
a little time capsule of emotion.
And now his voice carries it
in through our ears, twists through our minds
pumps through our blood
until we all stand with an eye blue and an eye green
looking ahead and back.
We get the total picture for the first time.
A bare grasping, like the first inklings of reading
where the fuzzy symbols become letters
but there are so many words
so many different tenses
and I still have trouble with the present.
How will I ever see the future perfect?
I still stutter on the now.
I have been up the mountain so many times
paying the dollar for the tour.

1992-93
REENACTMENT

Derek Stewart

I take a boat down the Mississippi
with a man who had a steel arm.
I paddle
and he waves.
The people on the banks stare
and then wave back, grinning,
with an almost religious zeal.
But why shouldn't they?
This is history in the making
or better was, three hundred years ago.
We're just getting the crowd in,
so they can savor the moment.
So here we are, eating twinkies,
drinking Tang, just as that famous duo did.
Oh, the passion of it all in the reconstruction
I know now why people fix old houses.
My paddle feels like the smooth handle of a hammer.
We are rounding the bend.
I can see the glint of the guns
of the hired Indians.
It is exactly 2:03.
The day is sunny.
This trip is about to take
a fatal turn for my friend with
the steel arm. Still waves at the crowds
unaware of the Indians raising their guns.
I watch the men working on the old house.
What meticulous attention for detail,
such constant care to the flower of history.
I watch it bloom with a shower of dust.
The steel arm drags in the water
As it must have done so long ago.
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HARD BALL

Jody Henry
The crowd moans.
The cheerleaders grindall panties, sweatstained and purple,
and teeth.
The fabled
fearless trinity,
my boys
Reefer, Jim Beam, and Libido
huddle up for the play,
drawing diagrams with bloody fingers
in creamy, milk chocolate mud.
Until impatient from the adrenaline
Libido erases the play
with a scruffy cleat,
snarling confident drawls.
Hell, everybody go out,
I'll hit whoever's open.
As he surveys the scene
barking the code,
taking the ball
from the crotch of his center,
he fades back
oblivious to the
Pouty Erect Nippleness
of the tan-stomached cheerleaders
and the screaming cries of the fans,
throwing a bullet
to sticky wet expectant
fingertips
which caress the laces.
Upon crossing that line
they rejoice by
letting go of the ball
and dry humping the goalpost,
as the cameras flash
and the girls
heave and gasp.

1992-93
TRAFALGAR SQUARE

Dina Roberts
King of the jungle turned to stone,
a mixture of love and dominance.
You are a God with patience who sits
perfectly still as children drip
ice cream on your hairless mane.
I feel you watching over us all:
the children, tourists, and pigeons.
I do wonder why you never roar;
even when the camera flashes
burn your omniscient eyes.
Do you see the children
with birdseed in their tiny palms?
While coaxing the birds to peck
nourishment from their hands, they squeal
with frightened excitement.
Once, I think I see your frozen face
wiggle into an understanding grin
as a child loses courage and hides
her hand when a pigeon gets too close.
Does she feel your omnipotent love?
King of the Jungle, why do you not
roar at the children who've grown up
wrong? I howl within myself when I see
men striking pigeons with their sneakers
to prove their dominance to women.
Feline God, I see your stone eyes fill
with the wishful tears as a pigeon whispers
in your ear. Come with me back to the
jungle, she whispers. But your kingdom is
London and forever here you shall stay.
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TURNING BLIND EYES TO THE GOLDEN CALF

Laurel Snyder
For Miriam
No father's hand cupped her head,
blessing it with the language of priests.
But she can make the candles flame,
push prayers to the edge of joy with movement.
She never gathered words like acorns,
but she can kick up dust.
And when she dances, the seas
close back in on themselves.
And she's never watched,
busy because there's just so much dancing to be done.
There are tambourines to bang, but also poems
to live inside of, unknowing.
There's enough poems to create that she scarcely
has time to open her eyes, what with all
the breathless turning and dipping.
Scarcely time to see the ground, much less worry
over men or fire riddled mountains or stone.
It's the dancing that matters.
Dancing dry riverbeds wet and for the pleasure
of peoples or gold.
It's never mattered really. The audience.
If the feet are bare and the ground is sweet
then it's enough to sift the wind and move.
To throw a blind head back into night or day.
The rest is incidental.

1992-93
A PROMISE FROM THE WIVES OF FAULTLESS PAINTERS

Laurel Snyder
For John and Andrea del Sarto
We wait.
We lie on tousled beds in heat
of summer. Sweat beads on our lips.
Our men arrive late, cool as well water.
They come rigid in crisp white shirts,
the paint already washed from their fingers.
In the morning, they'll leave
no traces. Just empty women
shivering lonely towards the closing door.
When the paint is dust
we will become angels, sleek and golden.
When our fires bear feathers
you'll learn the value of churches and poems,
the need for the heavy rain that pulls down branches.
The well water will boil then.
Shirts, once cleanly pressed,
will find themselves sodden
witnesses to the tulip beds in spring.
There is a power in the love of anger
that unfolds petals suddenly.
It swells with each frost.
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THIS IS THE VIEW FROM HERE

Elizabeth Eickhoff
Prague, 1992

She was fragile, you said, but so am I.
These poems of mine, these bones,
each tiny and brittle as a wasps leg.
I lie awake nights, and
sometimes days, in fear of being stung
by some misread semicolon or conjunction.
But do you know this?
Occasionally, on those days that I am lucid,
I get a feeling in my bones,
a symptom, Im sure, of my impending old age.
This is when I think of the soft-headed poems
of childhood—young and unformed, protected, sheltered.
But these are the days of definition: too soon I understand
how easily time is having its way with me.
I read that the bones in your skull dont fuse
until yourc 26, and Im not even close to that,
so how is it that I can break so easily
when my bones are not yet completely hard?
If you want me, somewhere in between is where I am.
You can touch my face, feel the last shifting there.
You can read it in my bones.

1992-93
TERRA FIRMA

Elizabeth Eickhoff
Truly, love, light makes a difference
in the grand scheme of things.
To begin my self-portrait,
I had to count the yellows in my hair.
But as the sun slid across the floor,
spotlighting me for a moment,
colors changed, and so did I.
I need an objective eye
outside my own.
You should watch me so
you could tell me how I look,
faking sleep, faking peace.
But here in the dark of early morning,
there is no value change.
Everything winds up whole in the end.
Divided into planes of light and shadow,
we work ourselves into some kind
of completion. It's been weeks since
I started filling in my lines
with organic swirls of color—
I could almost see
out of these eyes I've painted.
Like nothing's gone wrong,
I am still here, the planes
around my eyes and lips shifting
like continents. Nearly solid, I almost fit.
The planet doesn't break, though,
for all its misguided wandering.
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LOOSE CHANGE

David W Hamilton

"You knew I didn't want him to know. Why did you tell him?" I tried to catch my sister's eyes
with an extra-angry glare, but Sandy turned toward the kitchen window, folded her arms and stared up
into the January rain which had been falling in a steady drizzle since sunrise. It was almost noon, but
the dark clouds made it seem more like dusk.
"I hope the rain doesn't ruin the barbecue tonight," she said. "Why did it have to rain on a
Sunday?"
The barbecue was for Grandma's 78th birthday.
"Sandy! Screw the barbecue! You heard what I said! Why did you tell him?" I stomped over to
where she was and leaned my shoulder against the windowpane folding my arms like her. The cold glass
sent chills down my back. Goose bumps popped up on my bare arms. I squinted my eyes at her and
tightened my lips.
"Look, Tommy, I didn't think about it, okay?"
"What? You didn't think about it?" I said, raising my voice. "You didn't think about it? Oh,
well, what a relief! I thought you were going to give me some stupid excuse!"
She turned her head towards me, but instead of looking me in the eyes, she seemed to be looking
at my mouth. "Just because you don't want to continue your relationship with Dad doesn't mean I have
to watch every word I say around him. This is your problem, not mine."
"That's not the point," I said, waving my outstretched hand for emphasis. "You promised you
wouldn't say anything."
"Tommy ... get a grip." Sandy turned away from me, walked over to the table, and picked up a
glass half full of milk. Her other hand was on her hip as she finished the milk off in three loud gulps.
She glanced at me. "You're taking this out on me, and you know it. Yeah, I did promise not to tell Dad
you were visiting, but it slipped and I'm sorry."
She placed the glass in the sink and then breezed out the swinging door which led into the
hallway. As the door swung back over the blue kitchen linoleum, I glimpsed the back of her pink
bathrobe as she rounded a corner into her bedroom. I heard her hairdryer.
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Still at the window, I tried to look towards the west for a hint of better weather. I peered out the

glass sideways, but the sky looked darker in that direction. Another chill tingled up my spine. The
weather forecast this morning predicted patchy rain for today with a chance that it would clear by
tonight.
I thought about the barbecue and hoped it kept raining. Pulling my head back from the window, I was surprised to see my reflection. I looked a lot like Dad. I had his thick, black hair; long, thin
nose; pointy chin; and damn-poor eyesight (resulting in my having to wear glasses since kindergarten).
And I had stopped shaving over a month ago, so I was developing a somewhat immature beard.
I was visiting Sandy, my only sister, who lived with my mom's parents in Orlando, Florida.
Technically, they lived in Forest City, a little community west of Orlando's city limits, but few people
have heard of Forest City, so I always told my friends they lived in Orlando to avoid explaining where
my relatives really lived. Almost 24-years-old and fresh out of college, I now worked as a respiratory
therapist in Lake City, which was a four-hour drive north.
Two years younger than I, Sandy never went to college. Instead, she moved in with our grandparents as soon as she finished high school to take care of our grandmother who had a severe form of
arthritis. Every day Sandy bathed her, dressed her and fed her. Grandma loved her to death.
But if Grandma knew Sandy like I did, she would have second thoughts about her "little angel,"
a name Grandma frequently called her. I felt sick to my stomach every time I heard her say it. I knew
why Sandy postponed college for Grandma; she wanted a substantial inheritance from her when she
died. My grandparents were rich. They lived in a very modest home with few luxuries but owned over
50 properties in the Orlando area and pocketed a fortune in rent every year.
Sandy once bragged that Grandma had changed her will to reflect "an increase in benefits for
certain of her deserving grandchildren." Sandy smiled smugly when she quoted Grandma and then
asked me, "What do you think of that, college-boy?"
"I think you're a whore," I had said without looking up from my biology book.
"But," she pulled my biology book down from my face, "one day I'll be a rich whore."
Bitch, I thought.
I had always thought it strange that Mom and Dad both continued to live in the Orlando area.
They were divorced when I was two. I stayed with Mom, who was pregnant with Sandy at the time.
Dad moved across town. He never paid child support, but Mom felt all kids should have the chance to
know their fathers (though she couldn't stand Dad), so until I went to boarding school, Mom allowed
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Sandy and me to visit Dad four weeks every summer. Mom worked hard to give Sandy and I a good
life. She had purple, bulging veins in her legs to prove it.
I sat down at the kitchen table. My cold pancakes were only half eaten and they were soggy after
soaking up the gob of syrup I had poured on them almost an hour ago. I could hear Grandpa in the
living room laughing at an "I Love Lucy" rerun. I pushed the plate away.
What am I going to say if Dad calls, I thought.
I remembered the last time I saw him.
He had heard from Sandy that I was on vacation from boarding school and called Mom's house
looking for me. I answered the phone. He asked if he could see me for an hour. I said okay.
Dad never lived in the same place for much longer than a year — which was partly why I never
wrote him; I couldn't be certain of his address. But he almost always lived in a dump owned by some
new girlfriend.
Except last time. He gave me directions to "Waverunner Apartments," a fairly nice rental
complex on the other side of Orlando next to a huge, sparkling lake.
I parked next to his rusting, orange Ford in Mom's new burgundy Chrysler convertible when I
saw him walk out of his — I mean his girlfriend's — apartment. I had not seen him in two years, but it
could have been the day after our last visit. He had the same thick, untrimmed beard, the same black,
nerdy glasses, and the same gray, wrinkled vest. He was also wearing his familiar floppy Indiana Jones
hat.
As I stepped from the car, he sprinted out the front door and raised his arms straight up. The
smile on his face wrapped so far around his head that I was sure you could see it from behind him. He
ran all the way to the car with his arms still in the air. Why does he have to do this every time, I
thought. I quickly glanced around to see if anyone was looking. When he reached me, his arms came
down and wrapped around me in a bear hug that almost triggered one of my asthma attacks.
"My honorable son, it's good to see you," he said, emphasizing the words "son" and "good" with
short, quick squeezes that emptied the remaining air out of my lungs. He rarely called me Tommy.
"You should stop shaving; you'd look better."
"Dad," I whispered, "could you let go, please? I can't breathe."
Dad kept one arm around me as we walked into his apartment. The smell of orange blossom
incense slapped me in the face as I stepped into his living room furnished with a faded green couch, a
fern in an otherwise empty corner and a bookcase with two shelves. The tan walls were bare, but clean .
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Lines ran back and forth across the brown carpeting, indicating it had just been vacuumed.
"I can't stay too long," I said. Dad stepped into the next room where I could see a refrigerator
and stove.
I didn't follow him but walked over to the bookcase. On it was a small picture of Sandy and me
sitting cross legged in the bottom of a canoe on the Wekivah River. We both had orange life preservers
wrapped around our necks and smiles plastered to our faces. I was ten.
"We need to go back there again, Tommy; I found another good spot to find sharks' teeth," Dad
called from the kitchen where I heard what sounded like a pan clamoring onto the stove. "Hey, how
about some of my special rice?"
My mouth watered as I thought of his white, fluffy rice and onions all sauteed in olive oil,
pepper and spices. Dad was cheap, but he knew how to cook well with inexpensive ingredients. "I'm
not really hungry," I yelled back. I felt my stomach growl.
"You will be in a few minutes," Dad answered.
"Where's your girlfriend?" I walked into the kitchen and eyed the white onions rolling on the
counter. They were as big as baseballs.
"She's at work."
I sighed with relief inside and felt the tense muscles in my back relax. I never wanted to meet
any of his girlfriends. I remembered Missy, the blonde he moved in with when I was eight. She was
always hanging on him. One time Dad and Missy took Sandy and me to the beach at New Smyrna.
Missy grabbed my butt while I was in the water and said I had my father's ass.
After eating, Dad and I walked down to the lake. I sat on a concrete wall about four feet above
the lapping water, and Dad sat next to me. An elderly couple sat on a wooden bench several yards away
and threw bread to a group of complaining ducks. I watched a water skier drop his rope after swinging
himself in the direction of an artificial beach belonging to the apartment complex. He yelled, "yeehaw," as he skied out of the water and onto the sand without losing his balance. I imagined myself
doing the same thing. I smiled.
"You wouldn't believe the deal I'm negotiating with IBM for a friend of mine," Dad said, as his
eyes followed another boat across the lake. "My stock will double if this goes through."
I turned to him and felt my smile disappear.
I had hoped this wouldn't happen. He was lying again. For as long as I could remember, Dad
would make up these vague stories about being involved in one business or another — about owning so
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many thousands of dollars in stock or so many companies. He would speak for hours about these
invisible businesses. But it was bullshit; I knew it was. He never had any money and, in fact, Sandy had
told me that he had asked her for money several times.
"Dad, don't start this, man," I said. "It's insulting."
"Start what? What's insulting?" he asked, looking at me with his mouth slightly open. I could
see the tips of his upper teeth, stained yellow from years of smoking. I hated cigarettes.
"I don't want to hear about any of these damn businesses you are supposedly involved with. It's a
bunch of bullshit, and you know it."
"Are you saying I'm lying to you?" Dad was frowning and patting his pocket for his pack of
cigarettes.
"You know I don't like you smoking around me. Why do you do it?" When I was younger, he
used to tell Sandy and me that he never touched cigarettes though we found butts around his apartment
when we came to visit. "I thought you didn't smoke, anyway," I said as sarcastically as possible.
"You need to learn some respect, Tommy."
"And you need to learn to be truthful. Don't you have a clue why I don't visit you very much?"
"Because your mother has turned you against me."
"For the last time, this has nothing to do with Mom!" I stood up and glanced over at the elderly
couple who were looking our direction. Inevitably, Dad always blamed Mom for the "attitude" I had
towards him. "I have a brain and can make my own decisions. And I can see with my own eyes that
you have never been supportive of us and you can't face the truth!" I felt my hands shaking and immediately slipped them into my pockets.
Dad stood up and faced me.
"Money is not love. That is not my interpretation of love."
"Love won't pay for strained bananas and electricity," I said, looking up at him. He looked older
than 48. I noticed his glasses were crooked. I wondered if mine were, too. I felt hot tears begin to roll
down my cheeks.
"I love you, Tommy."
"Awe, come on, Dad! If you loved me — if you loved Sandy and me — you would have tried to
help us out years ago. When are you going to stop this bullshit?" I asked, wiping my eyes on my shoulder. "Look, I usually have a good time when we're together, but I'm sick of your stories. Keep up the
bullshit and I'm not interested in spending time with you."
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Dad didn't say anything as I led the way back to the apartment. I knew what he was thinking.
Years of complaints from Mom, Grandpa and Grandma had turned his son against him. Fine. He
could believe what he wanted to.
Before I got into the car, he said he wanted to give me something before I left. Running back to
the apartment, he dashed inside. A second later he ran out with the fern.
"Dad, I don't want it."
"You sure?"
"Yes.
He gave me a long hug and I left. That was two years ago, the last time I saw him. I decided
after that I didn't want to see him any more.
The phone rang. I heard the music to "Those Were the Days" begin playing on the television.
My grandparents loved "All In The Family," though the shows were only re-runs now. Sandy was still
blow-drying her hair.
I picked up the phone.
"Tommy?" It was Dad.
"Hey, Dad, how arc you doing?"
"Oh, better than I deserve to. Listen, Sandy told me you were in town and I wondered whether
you'd like to come and see me for a little while. I'd really like to see you."
"Uh, can you hold on a second?" I put the phone on mute and slumped against the wall.
Maybe I should give him another chance. If he started to bullshit with me, I could leave. He was my
father, after all. I felt my stomach ache. I wanted a father who was honest with me.
"I can get away for a few hours."
"Great," he said. Sandy had told me he was living with some guy who let Dad stay at his house
as long as he took care of the minor repairs and cleaning. He gave me directions to his new place. "See
ya soon," he said.
I headed out the door.
The rain had all but stopped. A small patch of grayish-blue sky filtered through the darker
clouds far to the west and I could see sheets of sunshine squeezing through the thunderheads.
Fifteen minutes later I pulled into his driveway next to his old Ford. (The original orange color
could not be seen anymore; it had been painted over with brick-colored, rust-proof paint.) I recognized
the house. Sandy and I had visited him here during a summer vacation years ago.
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I looked down the street through my blurry window for the old convenience store we had
walked to several times each week that summer. Squinting hard, I could make out the same sign one
block away advertising Wally's Gas and Go.
I remembered how Sandy would sit on Dad's shoulders while I ran ahead to Wally's. Once
there, I would scan the aisle of candy trying to decide what treat to choose before Dad and Sandy arrived. There was a huge selection. The entire aisle was dedicated to candy bars, chewing gum, and
everything in between. I always tried to pick something different, but I wanted to be sure I liked it, too,
so I would take several minutes reading the packages.
Soon, Dad would arrive and put Sandy down so she could run and choose her favorite candy,
the same every time. She liked to pick a miniature cardboard lunch box about the size of a lighter.
Inside the box were tiny candy sandwiches and fruits typically found in an ordinary lunch box. She
never shared with me.
At the counter Dad would place our candy on top and then ask for the daily newspaper. The
papers were stacked behind the cashier, a sour old woman with a wrinkled face and thin, gray hair. As
soon as she turned around, Dad would quickly and quietly grab a handful of change from a bucket next
to the cash register. A sign on the bucket said, "Give to muscular dystrophy." Then, he would put his
hand down by his pocket, and as the lady turned back around with the paper, he would lift his hand up
from his pocket as if he had just reached into it.
Coins jingled all over the counter as he counted out enough for the candy, and then, scooping
the rest into his hand, he noisily dropped the remaining change back into the bucket, smiling all the
while at the cashier.
"We've got to get rid of this disease, don't you think, Mary?" he would say.
And then a grin would float across Mary's face, bringing all those wrinkles into alignment, and
she would say, "Why, Mr. Brogan, I don't think that bucket would ever get filled if it wasn't for you."
"Just doing my part," he would say. Sandy and I would laugh once outside at the trick Dad
played on Mary. Now, however, I hated the memory of his trick at the convenience store. He wouldn't
fool me, ever.
It wasn't raining anymore. I got out of my car and headed up the sidewalk Dad must not have
heard me, I thought. Otherwise, he would be waving his arms right now. Strips of wood were peeling
off the front door; I knocked. I looked around. The doorbell had been ripped from its hole in the wall.
Large patches of white paint were peeling and showing the original yellow color of the house. A brand
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new welcome mat lay at my feet.

"My honorable son, welcome!" I jumped. Dad grabbed me from behind and gave me one of his
big, bear hugs. "Surprised ya, didn't I?"
"Just a little." I tucked my shirt back into my jeans where it had been pulled out during the hug.
He was sizing me up.
"I'm glad to see you're letting that hair grow on your face; it looks good." He took a step back
to look at me better.
Suddenly, I came up with an idea.
"Dad, let's walk down to Wally's for old time's sake and you can buy me a Snickers; it's not
raining anymore." I pretended to be interested in kicking a rock loose from the gravel next to the
sidewalk, but I also tried to watch his reaction to my request.
"We haven't been there in a while," he said, smiling. "Sure, why not."
We walked across the yard and headed in the direction of the old convenience store. Dad began
talking about all the repairs the old house needed and about John, the fellow who let him stay there.
John was looking for some company after his mother died of cancer — he had taken care of her during
the last few months she was alive. He was lonely and had actually called Dad asking if he needed a place
to stay. Dad left his last girlfriend out of concern for John, he said.
But Sandy had told me his girlfriend, Michelle, was about to kick him out since he wasn't
helping her out financially. I told Dad her story.
"She said that?" he said, looking a little startled. "I think she just misunderstood me. I had told
Sandy that we were having some arguments over money, but it was because Michelle was not helping
out with the bills."
I bit my lip. I would let this one slide, but I wouldn't let Wally's slide. I wanted to go there for
one reason: to see how Dad would pay for the candy bar. This would be his chance to prove to me he
had changed.
We walked in the store. A young girl with brown hair hanging limply down to her shoulders
had replaced Mary, the old cashier. Her long, red, artificial nails were tapping the counter. I didn't see
the donation bucket. I picked up the Snickers bar and handed it to Dad.
On the way to the register, he began feeling around his pockets.
"Uh, son, I just realized I left my wallet on the back porch."
You little sneak, I thought. You aren't getting out of it that easily. "That's all right. I'll just run
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back and get it for you." Before I let him say anything else, I had pushed open the glass door and
sprinted across the parking lot. I would prove that he didn't have any money at all.
I'd like to see what's in that wallet anyway, I thought to myself as I ran past the first house.
About halfway down the block, however, I heard Dad yelling my name. I ran a little further thinking
that I could later pretend I didn't hear him, but I knew I would look foolish. I turned around, reluctantly. He was walking towards me holding up the Snickers bar and a newspaper with a big smile on his
face.
Damn, I thought. I waited until he caught up.
"I found some loose change," he said.
"Loose change?" I repeated. I hadn't heard any coins jangling when he was walking or searching
his pockets.
He handed me the Snickers and then looked up at the sky. "Looks like it's going to clear up.
Your grandma may have that barbecue after all."
I looked at the Snickers in my hand and then at Dad, who glanced down at me for half a second
before continuing his examination of the sky. There's no way he paid for this, I thought, and pictured
him slipping the candy bar into his pocket back at the store. I ripped off the wrapper and bit into the
chewy chocolate. No way.
Two hours later, I waved good-bye to Dad as I backed out of his driveway. We had a relatively
good time together reminiscing about past summers, and I was especially happy he hadn't told any of his
stories. But I thought about the candy bar the whole time. Did he steal it? Had Dad changed at all? I
decided to find out. I drove around the block and headed to Wally's. Elbow on counter and chin in
hand, the girl with the fingernails gave me a blank look as I walked in the door; she was chewing a piece
of gum which left a grape-colored film on the edge of her lips.
"Want another Snickers already?" she asked.
"Another Snickers? Did my dad buy one?"
"Yeah, didn't he tell you? He found some loose change." She stood up and glanced out the
window. "Now, who would've thought the sun would come out today."
I looked outside. Steam was rising through the rays of heat beating the wet, black asphalt. Not
wanting to act suspicious by walking right back out of the store, I grabbed a Mello-Yello from a round
barrel packed with ice and soda. Setting the cold drink on the counter, I glanced to the other side of the
register and froze. The donation bucket was here, but on the other side of the register. I peered over the
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counter. Behind the cashier was a neat stack of newspapers.
"That'll be 67 cents," she said.
Dad had done it again. After all these years, he was still the same, and for the first time in my
life, I realized he wasn't going to change, ever, for me or anyone else. Dad was Dad was Dad was Dad
and I would get no other. I sighed.
"I said, that will be 67 cents," the cashier repeated, a little louder than the first time. She had
folded her arms. Her mouth was left slightly open and I could see a glimmer of her chewing gum sitting
on the edge of her purple tongue.
I looked down at my green soda sweating all over the counter. I was the first one to finish
college in my family, but I was probably the last to figure Dad out — except for this stupid cashier, I
thought.
"Do you want anything else?" she asked.
"Yeah," I said, "Could you pass me a newspaper, too?"
"I don't know," she said, eyeing my right hand. "You're not going to steal change from the
bucket like your dad, are you?"
My mouth popped open. I realized I had absentmindedly placed my hand near the bucket.
"You know he does that?" I asked. My opinion of her intelligence leaped into the normal range. "Why
do you let him?"
She grinned showing her purple teeth. "I don't know. I guess 'cause we're good together."
"What?" I yelled. She backed away. "You two are dating?" I was confused.
"No!" she exclaimed, her brow crowding one large wrinkle between her eyes. "I mean he notices
me, treats me like I'm somebody. Listen, people walk in and out of here every day, and to most of them,
I'm just another stop light or elevator they've got to wait on before heading home. But your dad will
stand here and talk with me — really talk with me — about my two kids or about finishing high school
or about the David Letterman Show. We love David Letterman."
My eyes slipped down to my hands fumbling a five from my wallet, and I paid for my stuff
without looking at her again. As I swung the glass door open, the fresh smell of evaporating rainwater
tingled my nose. I stopped in the doorway. The dark clouds had been folded over into the east and
now, the sun sparkled off everything. Squinting, I shielded my eyes as I let my skin soak up the heat.
The cashier called from the counter. "You have a really cool dad."
I let the door dose behind me and headed for my car. I slid inside and rested the side of my
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head on the top of the steering wheel so I could stare down the block towards Dad's house. One leg
hung limply out the open door. My left hand rubbed my knee as I thought about the cashier, about
Dad's lies, about his rice and onions, about the big purple veins on Mom's legs. I thought about what
he had told me during our last argument. Money isn't love.
I swung my leg back in the car and drove slowly back to Dad's house. As I pulled into his
driveway, Dad walked out the front door with puzzled eyes. A cigarette dangled from his fingers. He
dropped it without looking down as he walked slowly towards me. I had been gone almost an hour.
My legs felt weak as I stepped out of the car.
"Dad ..." My voice felt shaky. I turned my head around to look across the street as if I had heard
something behind me, but I only wanted to squeeze my eyes shut for a second. They were starting to
sting a little, and I didn't want to cry in front of him.
"What's wrong, Tommy?"
I turned my head back around and looked at him. "I was thinking about next month." I shifted
my weight to the other foot. "I'll be visiting Mom and wondered if maybe you'd like to meet again
then. I mean, maybe spend a day together or something." I held my hand above my eyes to block the
sun as I looked at him.
Dad cocked his head slightly to the right and swallowed hard. "I'd really like that, son."
We stood in his driveway together for a long time without saying anything before I finally left
for Grandma's birthday party. I missed seeing Grandma open her presents, but I didn't mind.
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"SELF-PORTRAIT WITH BANDAGED EAR" -VAN GOGH

Laurie Speck
In this brush
I have the power to lie,
spread exaggeration across the canvas.
But I can't.
I could paint a sunny day,
a happy baby,
a boy with his first toy,
ships sailing on a sparkling ocean,
using light airy strokes
that lead toward the sky.
(No! You know nothing of this!)
In my painting,
my green overcoat looks old and ragged
because it is.
My nose is crooked and
I don't try to change it.
Beady eyes stay just the same
because even with only
half a right ear,
I can still hear voices inside my head,
ordering me to be true to what is,
not what I wish there could be.
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WHO IS TO SAY IF THE HORSE YOU'RE BEATING IS DEAD?

Karri Harrison
Thunder sneaks in
between the kitchen blinds. Shadows
sneak down
your throat.
Texas oil millionaire, Tom Slick
who funded the first scientific hunt
for a Sasquatch
is dying in a shopping mall.
For years he walked around
in his own shadow
following it to bed only to find
thunder giving birth there
under the sheets. His was a religion
based on UFO's and the sins curve.
Who is to say what kind of zookeeper he was
or how cats know how to die? Dancing with angels
on the head of a pin isn't so hard
when you know you can't own a cow's stomach
or a bird's nest. You can't control a memory
confine gravity, or pay a violet to smile.
I step forward
and my reflection disappears between mirrors.
The dark man beside me steps
between bars and thrusts himself
into the sky.
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CLIFFSNOTES FROM Joseph

Andrews, BK. 2, CH. N

Bradley Paul
Summary
Leonora is the seamstress of her own destruction,
says Fielding. Her little angels
can barely stand the smell of anything.
Here and there a breeze will lick its hands
and parley up its hickory fags. Horatio is so saturnine.
He's her lover — or was, until in floats the swelling Bellarmine
singing with his smoked tongue. "My love, I say this not in honesty,
but in circles, which are honesty!" She not-so-fain
hitches up her quilt. Ah, Chastity! Horatio is saucy downstairs,
wondering where this fog has come from.
B. has a sweet gutful of ash,
he hawks some happening threads from his throat.
Commentary
Perhaps H. just needs some spirits. B. is not all marplot.
Things happen this way, especially when
your figures have a touch of the muleteer in them. Take me,
for example: I was born in a beauty shop,
and the aerosol bore me beautiful almost out the door.
I have scissors for brains, cut cut cut. Leonora's got thimbles,
and here I am with sliced wings, I bleed from the thumbs.
Ms. Jan, the one with a mole, grazed at my scalp til my do was done,
and between here and there — my own past, that is, life of the critic —
a thousand2 souls ratooned from some popping nuts, all in a field
where some breeze was being sired. It goes something like this:
the souls wiggle from their red stalks up, foaming at the cuffs,
hands like kites, until their flailing digits slap themselves into patches,
and their natty locks blossom above the pagodas. There's always some new horizon
being coughed up, and then it sits there like a stuttering weather balloon.
Can you see why I hate writing these things? I find no allusions to, say, Dante.
I mean, Leonora is something like a willow. H. and B.,
I don't know what their problem is. It's that simple.
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DAFFY DUCK, THESPIAN, ABDUCTED TO BE CONCUBINE OF CATHERINE THE GREAT

Bradley Paul
Even this insatiable bitch detests my burletta
and divining nature: It so happens that I'd never known anything about borsch,
so I took my softshoe down by the Black Sea where the Lazy Susans are
and waited on chance. The dog there talked of life
spinning among the alleyways
and there were pamphlets on manacles, suffrage, plans
for the little bloody tulip who stood by the water — Oh Catherine,
slippery grackle, wadding your pockets with flight and string — oh
black belly singing like a pond! — what do you portend?
are the raznochintsi listening? As my life goes,
sweet Kremlin,
these curtains will spill their bleach and space.
Watch! the whelping box will pitch its dull busted fruit
like a pan full of mud
and the calendars will sleep in their own red breath.
Buskins beware! rigadoons will save you not — but soft!
I hear Catherine breathing from the flagstones —
her hedron of voices, as if a dragonfly had seen my song!
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MAKING ROOM

7VN'
N'/I
Michael Kim
A room no bigger than a small hand collapses on my knees and its history of
shadows soon follows. "Is this the failure of words or simple silence?" Where do
I begin. In a room held by doors and closed windows, a young woman, white as
milk, curls inside a stranger's arm. "...gravity is real...," she says, "no matter
what you call it." "...being alone is..." Her lines fade and her hands begin to
crumble. She knows. Soon the neighbors will wake and put on their clean work
clothes to begin another poem.

A LITTLE SECRET

7/.N
Michael Kim
The stomach is the reason why man
does not easily take himself fir a god.
—Nietzsche

When the devil returned to heaven
the stomach ate the mouth
and meaninglessness became
meaningful.
But, no one knew, not even Nietzsche.
The teeth were also clueless.
So, Jesus spoke in secret codes
and the angels quietly rewrote history
in books littered with crumbs.
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SYNAPSE

Paul Guest
Still not even four, yet the gray dispossessed the sun,
and abandoned watching its made impressions in the moss;
rainy fingers pressed further the spine to break up;
toes had felt this greenery of my intense association,
kneading the carpet, the dew lovingly, if not assuredly:
the travels of calloused feet, not in cellars of dirt
and worth, but the mind and heart, the root that lies at impulse.
In the scattered light gathered by my retina, recall comes
easily with darkness to blanket the sound of summer saccharine,
the inside clicking of lovers tongues of cicadian rhythms.
I have loosened this leather belt, and tightened more,
before night had passed and wore another notch in it through.
Oh, my sore misuse;
I have seen you before,
walking up that way to isolation, and that way to desire,
and arriving here at me, thumbing the meridian of my spine,
knowing you often failed, leaping the absence of connection,
that gray schism in cells that mattered much in feeling.
And still you remain scenic, livid with the passion,
still bleeding with art that cannot instruct or transfuse:
one would think there were veins in your hair, or nerves,
(singing the approprioception of elephants), pumped full,
filled to the swelling and bursting with sodium, and memory,
carrying pain home to me.
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MR. DOME

Robby Nichols
He tops the wall, one hand hanging.
Then he falls, flapping down like a fish alive
on the deck. He squints as he tries
to read the ground and he can smell his teeth.
The wall behind him, he feels his hand
is lucky. His cards, slick in their case,
reveal the truth. He can return home
like the fish struggling upstream.
This time Mr. Dome knows the way.
He used to say, "My wife has put the screws
to me again." His life spreads like a tabledoth,
"I can grasp my identity," he says.
He sweats, smearing the phone number inked
on his hand. Without it,
there's no flying, no fishing.
In the forest beyond the wall, he is lost
in fog. Running, his mind as envelope,
he has only to fill it and mail it to himself.
He screws up his eyes. "Something's fishy,"
he murmurs. "My guilt has dissolved!
No longer must I grovel for freedom, a man
manacled! Finally, in this dead forest,
I have found Mr. Dome!"
The night rejoices in his reality and so drops on him.
Quietly, he takes the arrow, the folds
of his stomach embracing its barbed head.
Dying, he feels impotent, slipshod.
A man bends over him and says,
"You were stupid to hide in the forest.
Here there is no water."
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TODAY, You ASK

Gina Wilkins
1
As we pull away from the airport, your
unanswered question dying in the floorboard,
I imagine how my face must look to you,
still, pale, illuminated by the glow
of the dash, and I realize how glad I am
that the soft pink fuzz of streetlights
has smothered the stars tonight,
that your car does not have a bench seat,
that I am only a half hour from the solitude
of sleep. Then I start, suddenly aware
that I don't even know your father's first name.
2
Seeing it, you know the land is tired
now, tired of machines rumbling over
her, tired of hitchers coming to her
like lost children, grasping, for a moment,
any hand that looks familiar.
From the stories the old ones told
I know this land was tired even then,
tired of giving up children only
to take them in again. Even before
she must have been growing weary, worn
from the scores of her children
pocketing handfuls of dirt before their
journeys west, as if by squeezing it,
secretly, tight in the palm, they might
absorb it right into their souls.
3
Perhaps my grandfather was wrong
teaching my sister and me the litany
of names from those crumbling tombstones.
How could he have known as we sat close
on the long seat, helping him shift gears,
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that the monthly drive to the cemetery
was futile, that the past would run
quickly through our fingers like melting
ice cream, leaving only the soft, empty cone
of names to be held politely by fingertips?
Then again, how could I have known
that today I would be trying to scoop
that sweet stickiness from the car seat, trying
to pour it into the empty cones of me, and of you?
4
If I had known you would ask
about today, I would have scooped
a pint of Arkansas sky into a jar
and opened it against your neck.
I would have photographed the hitcher
on the side of the road, the blackbirds
of his hair scattering up, then
settling to his head again as trucks
passed. I would have saved the sketch
of my sister and me he drew
from the back seat, sparing myself
the guilt of not feeling guilty
when I tossed it into the wake
of the car's exhaust. I would have put
a handful of dirt into the pocket
of my black dress, dirt turned
today for my grandmother. I would have
brought it to you, this tired soil
of my long ago home, and rubbed its smell
across your lips. And though I am no more
prepared to describe tonight, I could
try to tell you anyway, how the occasional
headlights of another car whiten my
sister's hands on the steering wheel.
I could tell you about the coolness
of glass against my face, and about
the pale ghostbirds swooping in, then
out of the billboard light. Now, I
will show you the dance of a rusty
chain as it dangles from some pickup,
and I will hold your hands against
the white heat of the sparks
that light the silent highway.
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IN ORDER TO BE A GOOD ANGEL,

You MUST THINK LIICE THE DEVIL

Danielle Hanson
If the sky is a dome above us, as Seriphus claimed,
then it must, like Icarus's wings, be made of wax
melted by the sun and dripping
to the oceans, the Ring of Fire,
border of the Pacific, being the wicks.
But his cannot be true for we know
the moon is the center of the universe.
That accounts for day and night, light, of course,
being a fluid pouring in and out of the drain
of stars as the earth makes its daily revolution.
Shadows are stars turned inside out, the proof being
that each of us is dark inside, a refrigerator
with a burned-out light.
The motivating force is the gravity
of darkness, a vertigo of sorts.
Light is drawn to retreating darkness,
like cold to hot and causing a wind
of its own while rushing forward only
to turn back on itself, a luminous tsunami
leaving the puddle-moon and starfish and
shadows, those parts of the night which
overslept, wayward pieces of darkness,
cousins of black holes digging in gardens
of nightshade, hiding in corners like beaten
dogs, lurching in alleys, ambushing children.
It is as Seriphus in his lesser-known theory said,
we are all cold inside,
refrigerators. Each of us holding
Judas by our teeth, pulled down
into the center of darkness, inside
the moon - which is also dark inside past the icy wind, through the stars
with light flowing around us, crashing
as our wings melt, landing on a bouciet of
shadows held by Judas himself, swimming
in the bowl of the sky
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A MODERN DAY SONG OF SOLOMON

Danielle Hanson
For Eric
I am staring at the mothbowl light cover,
This tiny cemetery in which
one cannot tell
the Jewish moths from the
Christian in their unmarked
graves. Your mouth this light cover, where
kisses flutter and die, buried
beneath your tongue,
awaiting a Messiah. Across the room
in a purse without a snap
I see your navel and the comfortable
leather of your waist.
Your arms are as quick as phone wire
and your voice at night is still
in the whir of the fan, although
I can no longer understand the words.
I wish I could write to you
a poem which could be held
as a mirror. But you are
watching yourself in a
tarnished spoon. One in which,
while you were eating the black
hole of your eyes, allowed
the soul of your breath to escape.
It hovered, alighted on my ear,
whispered that man would become
animal if he could only invert
the jacket of his skin and exchange
his heart for his mind.
But I cannot find this animal,
for angels have no species.
Now you must keep your soul
on a falcon's leash to ground
it, because souls have
no use for gravity.
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BONES WERE MADE TO BE BROKEN AND USED AS WALKING STICKS

Terry Olsen
Skeletons with worms for capillaries
and dirt as skin
remind to think twice
before walking on these asphalt sheets.
They press down turn-of-the-century red bricks
and layers of dirt
whose responsibility is to house the bones
of then and now.
Sometimes I think
if grass would burst the asphalt open
my blood would push out of me
and...but that will never happen.
I am scheduled to have graveyard shift forever
making parts for steam rollers
permitting me to love my wife and kids
on the weekends and specific holidays.
I mutter to myself
from job to home
"On the bald streets breaks the blank day."
I want to leave my car
and pound the hardened tar
hoping for some sign of life
in the form of blinding light
or even a beep from a driverless car.
The covered past runs through these streets
disguised as hieroglyphics speaking out:
Bones grew from this ground.
They rose like great elms
leaving little saplings of their own
then the wind became too harsh,
the soil started eating the trees' roots
and they simply withered into the ground.
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As a boy I sat under night's bough
making believe I was thin enough to be blown
like a leaf
to wherever—whenever.
I am still a waiting leaf,
only my spine is more bent
my root-like veins run sap through me
and my bone dust meets the welcoming ground.
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WORLDS

Millard Ramsey
I
MY TUESDAY FINGER

I have named the fingers on my right hand after the days of the week. My thumb is Monday,
and my pinky is Friday, and the rest of the days fall in between. It's a random assignment of order, and
that's exactly what you would say if you could, Natalie. If you weren't sleeping you would probably
have plenty of things to say. I am writing this on your bare shoulder with my Tuesday finger.
Tonight I will begin to explain some things. It's Tuesday. In a few minutes I will have to get up
and leave you sleeping there. I will go home to my wife, Harriet, and put on my husband face. You
haven't asked for an explanation, but then you really shouldn't have to. It's about more than Harriet. I
would like to tell you everything, but I chose to write it this way.
I have renamed my fingers. A random assignment of order, perhaps, but then isn't any imposed
order random. I renamed my fingers because I can. Possibility can be an overwhelming thing if left
unmanaged, and I am overwhelmed enough as it is.
And Harriet? You've never asked me why I keep going home to her every night, but I'm sure it's
something that you would like to know. I've seen the way your face changes when I mention her. You
try to blame it on your allergies, or the weather, but I can see the question perched there on top of your
eyebrows. Sometimes I imagine it written there in black magic marker. "Why?"
I guess I'm a coward in a sense, but it's not as easy as that. I am afraid of Harriet screaming at
me. Believe me, Natalie, I have daydreamed about telling her in a hundred different ways and they all
end up with a lot of hollering. In a few of them she cut my throat while I was sleeping, and once I shot
her. I just walked over to where she was watching television and said, "It's finished," then put a gun to
her head and pulled the trigger. I'm a coward I suppose for not saying anything, but I've thought about
this a lot and there's more to it.
I don't love Harriet anymore, but I'm used to her in a lot of ways. I've lived with her for eight
years. That's a long time to just pull the rug out from under someone. She still expects things from me.
She ran over a squirrel yesterday as she was backing out of the driveway. She came into the
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house hysterical holding the bashed-up little body. It's back legs were crushed and there was blood at
the corners of its mouth, but it wasn't dead.
"Do something, he's hurt," she said.
"It's going to die, Harriet. All I can do is put it out of its misery."
"There has to be something. Call a vet."
"There's nothing. Hand him to me."
"No. I'll make him a little bed. In a shoebox. I'll put Neosporin on his legs and bandage him
up. He could get better. You never know."
"Give him to me, Harriet. This is cruel, he's not going to get better. You're just making him
suffer." I held out my hand.
"No," she said. Then she handed him to me. He was shaking and barely breathing. I took it
outside and crushed its head with the heel of my boot. I put it out with the trash. I think the squirrel
was trying to say something to me from inside the plastic bag. I'm almost positive that I heard his
squeaky little voice saying: "Thanks a lot, man. Thank you so much."
As I write this on you, there is a part of me that expects to get some kind of reaction from you. I
want to believe that you are understanding all of this. I imagine you waking up and crying and saying
that you love me. In a few minutes I will put on my clothes and leave you here sleeping, but for just a
little while longer I want to listen to your breathing. In a few minutes molecules will have combined
and separated and then recombined. But for now I will lie here trying to hear you mutter something in
your sleep. Something like: "I understand everything." or "I love you." or even "Thanks a lot, man.
Thank you so much." Yes I am a coward, but I have my reasons. I have my principles. I like to think
that they are good ones. I like to think that there is courage in there somewhere.
You've told me before that I let my imagination delude me, that I exaggerate the importance of
things. But every time I breathe it effects the universe in an irreversible way, does it not? The exchange
of molecules, the change in pressure, these are very big things when you think about them. I believe
this. I also believe that your breathing sounds like rain. It sounds like the rain as it washes the ground
from under my feet.

II
THE CONTEXT BUILDER

Ezra is my neighbor down the street. You are fascinated with him, Natalie, you told me so
yourself. It was Ezra who brought us together in a way. His yard, after all, was the first place that we
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went together. Your desk was next to mine at work, and we were talking. Ezra came up, and you were
fascinated. So we went. I'm not trying to be sentimental. Tonight I'm trying to state facts. I got a little
carried away with everything last night I'm afraid. Clear, concise communication is not my strong suit.
You know that. You say it's one of my more endearing traits. I'm glad you feel that way.
He's a short man, Ezra is. His clothes are usually splattered with concrete powder and paint.
Four years ago he stopped putting out his garbage. He started mixing bottles and pizza boxes and candy
wrappers with cement and building religious statuary in his front yard. There is a life-size recreation of
The Last Supper beside his house next to the woodpile, and a crucifixion on his roof. In the middle of
his yard he has built what he calls a prayer machine.
The prayer machine is made of PVC pipe and burlap. I had to tell you what it was, Natalie. You
thought it was some kind of fountain. It is a kneeling stick man with a bullhorn in its mouth. Ezra has
recorded short little prayers for it to speak. I don't understand how you get a fountain out of that, but
I'm glad that you did. It felt good to be telling you something that you didn't already know. I feel stupid
around you a lot of the time, Natalie.
On Sundays Ezra meets people in his front yard and talks to them about God. He has become
something of a local celebrity. That was our first date if you want to put it that way. You were fascinated
until you got there and saw it, then you were intrigued. You can throw words around like pizza dough.
That's one of your more endearing traits.
You went up to him and asked him why he used garbage. Do you remember what he said?
"It ain't garbage 'till someone throws it out. It ain't garbage if you can make something out of it.
God made Adam out of dust," he said.
You didn't say anything to him. You just smiled and nodded. That was not like you. You are a
very good speaker with strong opinions, but Ezra is a hard man to argue with. You don't even believe in
God, but still you just smiled and nodded. I guess his convictions were stronger than your opinions.
That's not necessarily a bad thing. I wouldn't argue with him either, but I expected you to proclaim your
atheism at the top of your lungs. You just walked back over to where I was standing, looking all intrigued.
"He's the patron saint of lost causes," you said finally.
"I thought I was," I said.
"No, you're just lost."
"Who me? You're the atheist."
"That's beside the point. He's wrestling with the laws of physics."
"Which laws would those be?"
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"He refuses to acknowledge the natural tendency of all things to gravitate towards chaos."
"Well maybe I do that too."
"You're different."
"How am I different?"
"You're not as stubborn."
"I can be stubborn."
"It's not the same thing."
"Why not?"
"He's not just building monuments. He's a context builder."
"What?"
These aren't just statues, they're one man's attempt to stop the universe. He's imposing an
artificial order by changing the context the whole thing is perceived in."
"You're way over my head."
"By making the garbage seem useful he can refuse to acknowledge that garbage exists at all."
"Why is that such a lost cause?"
"Because garbage does exist, and sooner or later he's going to run out of places to put his statues
and have to start putting the trash out again."
"You think too much."
"Probably."
"I think you're full of shit sometimes."
You winked at me then. I wasn't sure how to take it, so I didn't say anything. I winked back at
you and acted like I understood the nature of all things. I wanted to tell you that I was a context builder
too in my own way. Somehow you always seem to be just beyond my range to make an impression that
lasts more than a few seconds. You walked over to The Last Supper and patted Jesus on the head. He
was looking at Judas.
"Watch that one there on the end, J.C.," you said.
"He's a sneaky bastard."
You are a different person when you're lying there asleep, Natalie. It's almost time for me to go
home to Harriet. I won't wake you. You'll never even notice that I'm gone. I'm beginning to wonder if
you'll ever notice. I wonder.
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III
BUG

This afternoon as I was sleeping on the couch, Harriet dropped a bug down into my ear. She
suspects something, Natalie. I can feel it crawling around in there, ice-skating across my eardrum and
walking laps up and down my Eustachian tube. Don't wake up, Natalie, but something is wrong here.
I don't think that Harriet suspects another woman, but she knows that something has changed.
She must have used a pair of tweezers to drop the bug in. I think she put it in there to spy on me. She
asked me where I go after work. I told her that I go to bars.
"Maybe you're an alcoholic," she said.
"Work is stressful. I need to unwind," I said.
"We never spend any time together anymore," she said.
"I know we don't. We will."
"Do you think you're an alcoholic?"
"I'm sure that I am not."
"That could be denial. I read about it."
"It's not denial."
I fell asleep on the couch, and when I woke up I could feel a tickle. I started rubbing the bottom
of my ear, and she just sat there reading a magazine. There was a bug in my ear and she put it there. And
she just stared at the front cover like nothing had happened.
I went to the bathroom to get a Q-tip. I dipped it in alcohol and started digging. It was pointless. I know this is going to sound strange, Natalie, but I decided to speak to it. I wanted to find out why
he was in there, or at least what he was.
"Are you there?" It occurred to me that I could just as well be talking to God.
"Do you fly or walk?" Nothing.
"Are you a moth or a grasshopper?" Nothing.
"Would you know your Latin name if I said it?" Nothing.
"Cicada?" Nothing.
"Are you peaceful or jealous?" Nothing.
"Are you Vishnu or Shiva?" Nothing.
"Are you Jesus or Buddha?" Nothing.
"Domine Patras." Nothing.
"God damn it."
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Harriet was just outside the door. I don't know how much she heard.
"'What's going on in there?"
I stood there staring into the bathroom mirror with a Q-tip hanging out of my ear.
"Nothing," I said.

N
THERMODYNAMICS AS THEY APPLY TO MY PERSONAL LIFE

Things fall apart. That's entropy. I looked it up after you canonized Ezra. It's the second law of
thermodynamics right after energy cannot be created or destroyed, but it applies to almost everything.
Cars, bodies, countries, relationships, I am walking breathing proof. Things fall apart. Impose order and
create chaos somewhere else. I could write it a hundred different ways, Natalie. I think you must know
all of them.
Your hair smells like flowers right now. You are using a new conditioner. How do you sleep so
peacefully with all that's going on around you? This bug in my ear, entropy must apply to him also. And
God?
I never noticed a specific time when I wasn't in love with Harriet anymore. It was a gradual
thing. Things fall apart. Passion will always become indifference, but still I hold on for as long as I can. I
wrestle with entropy in subtle ways that don't matter. I have my monuments too you know. I have the
fingers on my right hand. Some nights I hold my breath until my chest feels like it will explode. You
don't notice.

V
DANCING

We tip-toed across Ezra's front yard tonight, and sat down at the foot of the Last Supper. It was
my idea, but you went along with it readily enough. You kissed me and slipped my T-shirt over my
head. I felt your hair brushing against the skin that covers my ribs. I wanted to say something. I wanted
to name something. I helped you unbutton your shirt. I pushed it over your shoulders and began running Monday through Friday up and down your back. You kissed my neck and blew in my ear. Maybe
the bug wiggled a little, but I didn't notice.
We made love right there on the ground, no blanket, no pillow. Just grass and gravel, wind and
leaves. We were quiet. Only our breathing changed slightly at the end. We made love while Jesus and his
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disciples ate, while the prayer machine lifted its voice to heaven:
-Oh Heavenly Father, show yourself, show yourself. We are all so tired, and we need somewhere
to look. Show yourself.
At the end, we collapsed in slow-motion like a toy unwinding. You buried your head in my chest
and closed your eyes. That was when I first noticed something moving over by the woodpile. My first
thought was that the bug in my ear had led Harriet to us. I imagined that Harriet would kill you first so
that I would have to watch. Then she would club me over the head with a tire iron. She'd call me a
bastard, then everything would go black.
It wasn't Harriet, though. The firewood was floating up into the air and taking the form of a
person. It started dancing. It's a hard thing for me to describe, Natalie, but it didn't look like anything
from a Walt Disney movie. There was no cartoonish face. There was no face at all. It was just a primitive
human form. A form that ambled around the yard making a clanky noise like an orchestra of wood
blocks.
You never noticed anything. It passed by us, and you never looked up. Your head stayed on my
chest and never moved. I was paralyzed. I wanted to say something. I didn't. I couldn't.
After a few minutes the woodpile reformed itself, and almost everything was as it was before. I
laid there listening to the wind move the leaves around. The prayer machine was still talking. I rubbed
the back of your head.
"Let's go," I said.
"Your voice sounds funny. Is something wrong?"
"I'm tired. I want to go to bed."
"I don't mind going to bed, but maybe we could find something to do besides sleep."
You pinched the side of my leg with your toes. It's one of your talents, having feet that can
pinch. You can also put your legs behind your head and walk around on your hands. In the right context
I suppose it would have made me smile.
"That hurts, God damn it.
"What's bothering you?"
"Nothing, really. Did you see anything unusual just now?"
"Well, your face looked a lot like Bullwinkle while we were having sex. That was pretty unusual."
"No, I'm being serious. Did you see anything moving?"
"I didn't see anything. Did you?"
That was the point where I could have told you everything. The woodpile, all the nights that I
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had spent writing on your back with my finger, that was the point where all the lines intersected. I
wanted to stop you from putting on your clothes, and walk hand in hand down the street to my front
door. I imagined Harriet screaming as she looked at our naked bodies. "It's over," I would say. "I'm
sorry, Harriet, but it's over." It all could have happened right there, but possibility overwhelmed me.
"I didn't see anything. I'm just tired."
We went back to your apartment and went to bed. I pretended to be asleep. You rolled over and
drifted off. I waited an hour before I started writing.
There is some dead grass in your hair from Ezra's front yard. I could pick it out, but I won't. I
will leave things alone as usual. I will whisper "Good night" to you before I leave, and listen for you to
mutter something.

VI
WORLDS

Tonight really will be about facts. There is a big difference between truth and honesty, Natalie,
and while I haven't always told (Or I guess that should be written) the truth here on your shoulder, I
have always been honest. We all live in a lot of different worlds. I live in a world called "Natalie" and I
also live in a world called "Harriet". In this sense I am no different from a lot of people. I live in two
other worlds as well. One that I have to myself and that I am comfortable with, and one that I still
haven't really learned how to function in. These are the spoken world and the unspoken world.
The spoken world is a world of finality, while the unspoken world is one of imagination. I barely
know what I'm writing, Natalie, but in the unspoken world imagination can beat entropy. I am comfortable there. A bug can drop into a person's ear, firewood can dance, and the universe can be stopped
just by the naming of some fingers. It is an insulated, stable place. In the world that I don't speak of
everything belongs to me, just like the air that I breathe belongs to me. Until I exhale. Speaking is just
another way of exhaling.
Once something is spoken, it can never be taken back. It resonates around the universe, growing
louder until one day it explodes. Then there is chaos, then more words. Eventually the unspoken world
disintegrates, falls apart.
My left hand is waiting to shake you and wake you up. Maybe tonight I will tell you all of this. I
would tell you the truth if I knew what it was. There was never a bug in my ear, but there could have
been. The firewood never danced but I wanted it to. Possibility. My hand is right over you. I could wake
you at any minute.
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ONE NOTE SONG

'7/....V7/..,
Leah Gore
It's a sunny day and I'm still typing,
the trees outside aren't cold enough to be quiet.
They're stretching my winter yawn
and yellow is a sleepy color.
Languid isn't a word that I really want to use
but it's a languid day,
with contentment stretched across the sky
so tight it makes a shield of azure mananas.
Two boys walk from the library without books,
the wind slips through their running jackets
and into their pockets.
Today melts like butter behind the mountains
and an old man plays a cello in the bell-tower,
his acoustical genius sings the twelfth hour
like a minuet but the sound reaches me slowly
as the sweetness of clover-spun honey.
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TOUCHING THE GROUND

Leah Gore
If I could afford the dreams of folding cards,
stacked polyhedrons and the songs of moving planets
I'd tell you that money can buy love, or at least lovers,
and I'd set apart every envy of flight from the ritual of sex
If I could drink the lusts of earthen flesh,
that uncontrollable urge to wander the world
I'd breath fire heavily in the night, speckle the sky with desires
and gravitate towards lighter objects
If I tried peace on earth, good will towards man,
and every other unsatisfying fantasy,
I'd have a pocket full of pebbles
and an eye to the ground
If I mocked the shadows, I'd drown in the seasons
If I tied the shoes of small children, my hands could feel the smallest details
If I slept in the ocean, I'd give sympathy to the desert
If I wanted love in my glasses, I wouldn't write this poem
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RESTAURANT EMPLOYEE IN SEARCH OF
A FAR PLACE WEST PAST THE HAM WALL

Teresa Rogerson
We moved the big steel today,
and the ham ends fell out
like roaches,
oval brown and paper-crispy
like the Colonel's overfried skins
they slipped into my shirt and shoes.
I let them out of me
with quick sickened movements
and go out into the night.
Southern,
warm and wet as plump tissues
of salt-pressed country hams
and walls of bodies
stagnant over the lazy heat:
I pedal to find a breeze.
The wetness lingers
like an accent,
greasy drawl lubricates
a bicycle chain,
protects spokes and components smooth,
the liquids in my life
catching flies
and other gnat-things
that engulf pores
and my eyes,
in and out of me
when I breathe-
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I'm their house
heavy until I heave
roll over the slick
of ham and thick still brains
of restaurant workers,
and not caring to look back
into the fog,
back into the density
of southern hospitality,
I'm indestructible,
a crisped roach
hard and fast
and simple over the desert.
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RUSH

7/....N/A.
Robert K Osteen
Above engine and wind and fear, my heart I think,
crashing into my ears, made the most noise of all.
One thousand one.
Torrents of cold wind from the open door couldn't dry
my first date nervous hands as blue jumpmaster
eyes laughed at my scared shitless brown ones.
One thousand two.
We'd been through the routine, thirty-six times,
but it was different. We were on the ground then.
Now, 3,500 feet away from home,
I went through it again, just to be sure.
One thousand three.
Release, arch, check, bearing, speed.
I was shaky about the whole release part,
but a tug on my strap said it was time.
I couldn't believe I paid to do this.
One thousand four.
With every cell in my body demanding to know just what
the hell I was doing, I had to force cooperation to get
to the wing; one finger, hand, toe, and foot at a time.
One thousand five.
Hanging off the wing of a plane,
I was the tassel on a kid's bike.
So this is what 90 miles an hour feels like.
I couldn't remember anything past release.
Ready.
If you drop a rock and a feather...
Electric blue jumpmaster eyes gave me a wink
as I searched for a way back to the plane.
My first date hands were slickcoated in adrenaline.
Jump.
I slipped and sleep fell for at least a year,
until the chute jerked me back to real time.
Someone was screaming as I looked for the ground.
It was just lying there. Not running at me like a train.
They call that terminal velocity (another name for splat).
When my stomach caught up, the screaming stopped.
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Forgetting routine completely,
I slowly sifted through thick silence that held me
somewhere between reality and God.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Derek Stewart is a Freshman in the Honors Program and is the resident expert on Cabalistic studies. Jody Henry is a graduate
assistant for the newly formed Cheer Leading and Motto-making Department. Michael Kim can sometimes be found practicing
creative cosmic Tai Chi on the roof of Holt. Bradley 0. Paul, bile-drinker and Big Heifer "Meathead", is busy working out his
mail-order "Nuthugger-of-the-month" club. Millard Ramsey hangs out, and then leaves Chattanooga every once in a while on
the spiritual advice of what he terms "those damn little voices in my head". Dina Roberts was recently indicted in the Waco, Texas
thing. Robby "Do you need a little glory?" Nichols, a recent convert to Judaism, is leaving us this year to pursue his lifelong dream
of pursuing Hollywood Hair Barbie. Karri Harrison, general gawker and pop artist, abhors violence unless it's someone she knows.
Terry Olsen is too boring for Laurel to gossip about. Teresa Rogerson is really tall. Robert K. Osteen, creator of the famous Os teena-matic ingrown toenail remover, is currently embattled in a patent rights suit. Paul Guest is a pro-bowler and Daytona Bike Week
hell-raiser. Danielle Hanson is truly upset that curling isn't an Olympic sport. David W. Hamilton, stunt double for Lee Majors
on the "Fall Guy" TV series hates dandelions. Leah Gore, Traci Lords look-a-like, can put both feet behind her head and cook
a 4 course meal simultaneously. Weird Bill loves flirting with disaster as Captain Moxie, friend to cops, protector of loud mufflers
and the time-space/space-time continuum control panel. Augustus Whitaker is working on a new breed of giant dog which will
soon help him conquer Atlanta. Todd Reed, Bible Trivia buff, knows the answer is always Saul or Paul. Melissa Hefferlin was
campaign director for Ben "Cooter" Jones' bid for Congress. Guardian of the sacred first pressings of all the Chicago albums,
Dorothy Stubson knows Michael Jackson is not the "King of Pop." Emily Wilson is really that guy from "The New Yankee
Workshop" in disguise. We think Gina Wilkins works at a hotel or something and is easily mistaken for a flight attendant. Laurie
Speck, original designer of monster truck lift kits, was once a member of The Dr. Neptar Fan Club. Elizabeth Eickhoff is one of
the only female Brocks who has not yet fallen under the hypnotic spell of Olaf the Spicy, the ex-nuthugger wrestling champion.
Laurel "I hope it's not a date" Snyder rubbed RN on her chest with an eraser.
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